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Chapterr 1 

Gromov-Wittenn Theory 

Thiss chapter is a 'democratic' introduction to the moduli spaces of stable maps 
andd Gromov-Witten invariants. It does its best to assume no prior knowledge 
andd is written independently of the remainder of this thesis. It is mathematical 
inn nature, contains no physics, and can be used as reference by anyone inter-
estedd in the topic. The present chapter is essential for the next one, though only 
selectedd items will be used again. Our treatment is hopefully self-contained and 
followss the more exhaustive lectures [P-00]. We implore the algebraicist's indul-
gencee for the rape of rigour and refer to [CK-99] for an authoritative treatment 
off  the intricacies swept under the carpet. A few more references will be pointed 
att in situ. 

Gromov-Wittenn (GW) theory is perhaps fifteen years old, and originated 
withh Witten's construction of topological field theories from twisted supercon-
formall  field theories (SCFT). The earliest results for GW classes were obtained 
forr rational curves using techniques from symplectic geometry introduced by 
Gromov.. The latter are obtained from sigma models with Calabi-Yau (CY) 
targett spaces. These are models in which Riemann surfaces are holomorphically 
embeddedd into higher-dimensional varieties. In the context of closed string the-
ory,, the Riemann surface represents the world-sheet of a string, and the maps 
too the target space provide bosonic coordinates on the compactification space. 
Thee Feynman path integral requires to consider all possible configurations of 
Riemannn surfaces and maps and the main contribution will come from holo-
morphicc maps. In other words, GW theory is all about counting holomorphic 
mapss or their image curves in the target variety. This is a problem of enumer-
ativee geometry and is also goes by the name of counting instantons. 

1.11 The Moduli Space of Stable Curves 

Everr since Riemann introduced his famous n-sheeted surfaces about 150 years 
ago,, the moduli space of such objects has been a splendid landscape for algebraic 
geometerss to gape at. 

17 7 
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1.1.11 Riemann's Count 

Riemannn himself managed to compute the dimension of the moduli space Mg of 
Riemannn surfaces (complex curves) of genus g, by simply counting the number 
off  parameters (or degrees of freedom) that one can freely vary for a (smooth) 
surfacee of fixed genus g. One can find this number by looking at branched covers 
fromm such a surface to the line P1 (Riemann sphere). Varying these covers will 
varyy both the domain surface and the map, so we must subtract the contribution 
fromm varying the maps. We thus compute the difference between two numbers: 
thee number of covers and the number of maps from a fixed surface to the line 
(orr rather the dimension of the space of such maps). 

Forr the first term, note that all possible d-fold covers from Y,g to IP1 are 
givenn by the choice of branch points, which number 2d+2g — 2 by the Riemann-
Hurwitzz formula. For the second term, we fix Hg and shall build d-fold covers 
off  the line from sections of a line bundle L of degree d. Choose a meromorphic 
sectionn SQ; its associated divisor (s0) has degree d. For a holomorphic section 
s,, the quotient s/so (or so/s for that matter) is a fi-fold cover; so the number 
off  such covers is given by varying s (i.e. by /i° (£<,,£)) and by varying the d 
independentt poles of the divisor (S/SQ) (i.e. by d). Altogether: 

dimm Mg = dim {e/-fold covers Eg —> P1}  - dim {covers for 1 fixed T,g} 
==  2d + 2g ~ 2 - {h°(Zg,L) + d) 
==  2d + 2g-2-{d- g+l+d) 
== 3 # - 3, 

wheree we used Riemann-Roch: /i°(S5, L) = h°(Eg, K — L)+d — g+1, and this 
neww h° vanishes since deg(i\" — L) = 2g — 2 - d is negative for d sufficiently large. 

However,, our argument has neglected the automorphisms of S5, which exist 
forr g = 0,1. Hence the formula is only to be trusted for g ^ 2. For g = 0, we 
notee that the only Riemann surface is the line P1, and dim Mo — 0. For g = 1, 
anyy elliptic curve can be seen as a double cover of the line branched over 4 
points,, 3 of which can be sent to 0, 1 or oo by an automorphism of P1; thus the 
curvee can be written as y2 = x(x — l)(x — A) and depends only on 1 parameter 
AA G C, and dim Mi = 1. 

1.1.22 Compactification of Mg 

Thee moduli space Mg of Riemann surfaces E3 of genus g is non-compact: pinch-
ingg the torus Si, say, along a non-trivial circle gives us the crescent of figure 1.1. 
Thiss has a node, is therefore singular and no Riemann surface anymore. This 
alsoo shows us how to compactify Aig: by including all nodal1 curves. For such 
singularr curves, we shall differentiate between the arithmetic genus g (default for 
"genus")) and the geometric genus G. The former is the genus of a "smoothing 
out""  of the node, while the latter is the genus of the "desingularisation" (also 
calledd normalisation) of the curve, see figure 1.2. The two genera are of course 

1Wee shall restrict ourselves to ordinary double nodes, i.e. no triple nodes or tacnodes but 
onlyy those which increase the genus by 1. 
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pinch h 

Figuree 1.1: Mg is non-compact: pinching the torus gives us a 
nodall  curve (a rational elliptic curve). Drawn in real 2d and com-
plexx Id manner (the numbers refer to the geometric genus). 

genuss = o+o = o 

Figuree 1.2: The smoothing out gives the arithmetic genus g, while 
desingularisationn gives the geometric genus G (sum of genera of all 
(smooth)) components). The numbers near the Id complex curves 
aree again the geometric genera of the desingularised components. 
Eachh node gives rise to two node-branches in the desingularisation. 
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relatedd to each other. For a connected nodal curve with ö nodes, ungluing a 
nodee within one component subtracts just 1 to g, and ungluing a node between 
twoo components subtracts 0. The total change is thus S — N + 1 where N is the 
numberr of components. In other words: 

gg = G-N + S + 1. 

Andd if we only have one component: 

99 = G + 6, 

thatt is, every node increases the genus by one.2 

Notee that for a connected nodal curve (to which we restrict ourselves), -iV + 
ÖÖ + 1 ^ 0, so that the arithmetic genus is always bigger than the geometric one: 
gg ^ G. This is of course not true for disconnected curves, where g can even be 
negative:: r?(£0 U£0) = 0 - 2 + 0 + 1 = - 1 . If we want g = 0, we need G = 0 
andd —N + 0 +1 = 0; this can only be realised by a tree of ff^'s (no loops). 

Thee arithmetic genus can also be defined by the usual algebro-geometric 
formula: : 

g:=pg:=paa:=l-:=l-  X{0^) = 1 - / i°(0E) + / i 1 ^ ) , 

whichh boils down to h}(ö<z) = h0* 1 = /I°(OJ»E) in case X is connected (w  ̂ is 
thee dualising sheaf). Similarly, the geometric genus coincides with the usual 
sectionss of the canonical sheaf KY. = fi1 (or number of holomorphic differentials 
onn the curve): G = h°(ttl) — hL0. If the curve is smooth (i.e. becomes a Kahler 
manifold),, the dualising sheaf ĈE equals the canonical sheaf, /i0'1 = /i1,0 and 
gg — G as expected. 

Inn order for Mg to be a stack (i.e. having a nice structure of orbifolds), 
wee require that the isotropy group of every point in the moduli space (i.e. the 
automorphismm group of the corresponding Riemann surface) be finite. Note 
thatt a Riemann surface of genus 0 (the line P1) has a three-parameter space 
off  automorphisms: PSL(2,€), and that one of genus 1 (elliptic curve) has a 
one-parameterr space of automorphisms. This requires fixing three points on 
genuss 0 components and one point on genus 1 components, that is, we restrict 
ourselvess to stable curves in Mg: 

Definitio nn 1.1.1. A nodal curve is stable if each component of geometric 
genusgenus 0 has at least 3 node-branches, and each component of geometric genus 1 
hashas at least 1 node-branch. 

Notee that two nodes on a G = 0 component are enough to produce three 
node-branchess - see the last picture of figure 1.3. Thus its minimal genus will 
bee 0 - 1 + 2 +1 = 2, while the minimal genus on a G = 1 component (at least 
11 node) is 1 — 1 + 1 + 1 = 2. In either case we see that stability requires g ^ 2. 
Thuss Mg only exists for g ^ 2. Clearly, a tree of F1 's (lines glued to each other 
withoutt forming a loop) is unstable. 

Iss Mg compact ? Figure 1.4 suggests that we must throw away unstable 
limits;; in this way we reach compactness. 

2Inn this context, g and G are also called the virtual and real genus respectively [GH-78]. 
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unstablee ; 

stable e 0 0 

1=21=2 g =2 g=3 

Figuree 1.3: Stable and unstable curves in Mg. 

unstable e 

Figuree 1.4: The new genus 0 component is unstable and must be 
thrownn away to preserve compactness of M^- Contracting loops 
onn Riemann surfaces keeps g invariant, and it lowers G by 1 only 
iff  the loop is a non-trivial cycle (i.e. don't get a new component). 
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1.1.33 Adding Markings and Bubblings 
Noww we want to extend the idea and add n marked points to E9 (not coinciding 
withh nodes!). The moduli space thus obtained is denoted M9in- Define a special 
pointpoint to be either a marked point or one of the branch-nodes of a desingularised 
node.. That is, each node counts for two branch-nodes and hence for two special 
points.. A nodal curve E9)„  is similarly called stable if every component of geo-
metricc genus 0 has at least 3 special points, and if even- component of geometric 
genuss 1 has at least 1 special point. 

« « 

Figuree 1.5: A stable curve in M.\,\, whose desingularisation has 
genuss 0 with 3 special points. The numbers next to the special 
pointss denote the markings (1 to n), while the numbers next to 
thee Id complex curves still denote the geometric genus G. 

Sincee g = 0 means G = 0 and a tree of P^s, such a configuration will be 
onlyy stable with at least 3 markings. Also, g = 1 without marking was already 
excludedd before (M\ = 0 ). So stability requires 1g — 2 + n > 0. 

Iss Mg,n compact ? Next to throwing away unstable components that arise 
inn particular limits, we shall also have to introduce bubblings. These are lines 
thatt grow at the place where two special points come close to each other, see fig-
uree 1.6. In this way, Mg,n remains compact. We also have a forgetful morphism 
M 9 , mm —> Mg,n2 for rii ^ n-2, depicted in figure 1.7, provided we again throw 
awayy unstable components. The same picture also shows (an inverse to) the 
universall  curve M.g,n -*  Mg,n+\  where one marking is replaced by a transverse 
linee with two new markings. 

1.22 The Moduli Space of Stable Maps 

Gromov-Wittenn theory studies the properties of curves embedded in larger 
spaces.. After having studied stable curves, we still have to introduce the em-
bedding:: this will  be a holomorphic map ƒ to some variety X. 

1.2.11 Stable Maps 

Wee now extend the idea of moduli space of stable curves to that of Kontsevich's 
powerfull  moduli space of stable maps [KM-94]. 

(Q) ) 
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lim m 
p —— q 

lim m 
p->-- N 

Figuree 1.6: Bubblings: spheres (i.e. complex lines) grow wherever 
twoo special points come together. Two kinds of bubblings can 
occur:: one marking approaching either another marking or a node. 
Onee additional node is created as well as one new component, 
leavingg g and n unchanged. This operation remains thus in Mg,n. 

22 forget 1, 2 

unstable e 

universal l 
-l l 

Figuree 1.7: The forgetful morphism M.2,2 -*  A42,i, and (an in-
versee to) the universal curve yVf2,i —> M2,2-
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Definitio nn 1.2.1. A stable map ƒ : ESiM —» A is a map from a pointed nodal 
curvecurve (possibly unstable) to a variety X such that the contracted components 
(i.e.. where f is constant) of genus 0 have 3 special points and those of genus 1 
havehave 1 special point. Two stable maps ƒ, ƒ' are isomorphic if they are related 
byby an isomorphism r between their domain curves, i.e. ƒ' o r = ƒ. The moduli 
spacespace of stable maps is 

MMgg,,nn{X,0){X,0) := {  stable maps f : E -> X | ƒ*([£]) = P £ H2{X,Z) } / ~ . 

ItsIts elements are denoted (E ,p i , . .. ,p„, ƒ), and this is = (E ' ,p ' j , . .. ,p'n, ƒ') ijjf 
3rr : E —» E' wiih r(p,) — JD'J and ƒ' o r = ƒ. 

Notee that /'i = 0 means constant maps. If i/2(A",Z ) = Z (this is the case of 
aa hypersurface A' in WN - by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem), then we shall 
ratherr use the integer d to label the class ft = d  ( (where I is the generator of 
HH22).). Note also that a stable map need not have a stable domain curve, except 
iff  p = 0 where stable maps are equivalent to stable curves. 

ExampleExample 1.2.2. 

_M_Mgg,,nn(X,0)(X,0) =^9,n x A. 

fl ,n(point,, 0) - Mg,n 

MMoo,o(X,0),o(X,0) = Mo,0 x A = 0 x A = 0 
MM0t0to{F\l)o{F\l)  = M 0 , o ( P1 , l ) = point 

I tt is understood that the open subset M9tn(X,P) is the moduli space of 
stablee maps from non-singular curves. This includes degree d coverings of the 
linee (always singular for d > 1, as the RH formula implies branch points). 

ExampleExample 1.2.3. .M0 | 0(PN ,1) =M0,o{^N,l) = G{F\VN), the Grassmannian of 
liness in FN, of dimension 27V - 2. Note that g = 0^>G = Q^> only trees of 
P^s.. Together with n — 0 and d — 1, this forbids contractions (which would 
bee unstable). Embedding a tree in FN means the total degree is the sum of 
thee degrees of each component, i.e. the number of lines in the tree; thus we can 
havee only 1 line. That is the reason why Mo7o(FN,1) is already compact. In 
general,, the closure of Moto(TN, d) adds only maps from trees with at least two 
liness (contractions now possible for d ^ 3). 

ExampleExample 1.2.4. MQ,O(FX, d), d > 1, is the space of all d-fold covers of the line, 
andd has dimension 2(d— 1) (all branch points). This agrees with the dimension 
off  the space of parametrised rational curves3 of degree d to P1. The compacti-
ficationn A^o f lP1 ,^ is obtained by adding all maps from trees with at least two 

3I nn general, a (parametrised) rational curve of degree d in P^ is a tuple of homogeneous 
polynomialss of degree d in XOJ^I^ (/o{^0)^i) i  > IN ( XO,X I ) ), where the fi have no common 
factors.. The curve wil l be degenerate if it lies in a hyperplane; this happens in particular 
whenn some ƒ, is 0 (hyperplane is {yi = 0}) , or when ƒ, — fj (hyperplane is {yi — yj — 0}) , or 
inn more general situations like (XQ, XJ , —XQ - x\) (hyperplane is the line {t/o + V\ + J/2 = 0} 
inn the plane, and the map is a double cover branched over (1 ,0 , -1) and (0 ,1 , -1) ), etc. 
Rationall  curves can be nodal (increasing their arithmetic genus), as is the case of 
(XQ,, xoxf, x\(x\ + xo)(xi — xo)), also written (1, z2, z{z + 1)(̂  — 1)) =: ( l , x ,y) or 
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lines:: a first component consists of a line pair with each line covering IP1 with 
degreee d\, d2 (rfi + d2 = d, with a total of 2 d -4 branch points and 1 point for the 
imagee of the node); a further component consists of a tree of three lines, etc, til l 
thee last component which consists of a tree of d lines, each mapping with degree 
11 onto P1 (no branch points but images of the nodes). Adding contractions, the 
domainn tree can have more than d lines and the configuration can be very wild. 

ExampleExample 1.2.5. Similarly, M0fi(X,d), for d > 1, will in general be a proper 

openn (dense) subset of Mo,o{X, d). 

ExampleExample 1.2.6. What is A?o,o(P2>2) ? The four possible cases are depicted in 
figurefigure 1.8. The first case corresponds to the space of smooth conies; together 

2::  1 
/ / 

Figuree 1.8: Several strata of M0,o{P2, 2). The third and fourth 
casess are double-covers with markings at the branch points and 
att the image of the node respectively (so as to specify isomorphic 
covers). . 

withh the third case, it forms the dense open set vVfo,o(IP2,2). The two other 
casess form the boundary strata of Mo,o(^2,2). The fourth case is the limi t of 
thee second case where the two image lines coincide, as well as the limi t of the 

yy22 = x(x — l ) 2 , which is the cubic with an ordinary double node in (1,1,0), i.e. an el-
lipti cc curve (g = 1). 
Thee dimension of this space of rational curves is (N + l ) ( d+ 1) — 4 (number of coefficients 
inn the polynomials), where we have subtracted 1 for the redundancy in PN and 3 for the 
reparametrisationss of (xo,x i ). This number is much smaller than the dimension of the space 
off  all degree d curves in PN, which consists of all curves which are complete intersections 
(genericallyy irreducible) and those that are not. At least for the complete intersection curves 
wee can estimate the dimension by intersecting TV — 1 hypersurfaces of degrees d i , . .. ,dn-\ 

suchh that d\ djv-i = d. 
Forr N = 2 any curve in P2 is just a hypersurface, and these are parametrised by ( J ) - 1 
coefficientss (mononomials of degree d in N + 1 variables). This matches the dimension for 
rationall  curves if d = 1,2; i.e. all lines and conies in the plane can be parametrised as ratio-
nall  curves; for plane cubics, quartics,..., only a minority of them are rational. Conversely, a 
rationall  curve of degree d in P2 wil l in general be a plane curve of degree D ^ 2d — 3 (need 
too solve dD + 1 equations for d(d + 3)/2 projective unknowns). 
Forr N > 2, define n  ̂ = {Ntd) ~ 1- At TV = 3, say, the space of complete intersections 
off  two surfaces of degree d\ and cfo has dimension YLd2^dl

 ndi(nd2 ~ nd2-d1)<
 a nd this is 

(dd + 2) (d+ l ) / 2 if d is prime and ^ <i3/62 for generic d. Similarly, at higher N, the dimension 
iss roughly dN_1 if d is prime and ^ dN/iV!^ -1 for generic d. 
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thirdd case where the two branch points come together. We shall therefore treat 
i tt as a double line with two marked points that coincide; we then speak of the 
spacee of complete conies as comprising all smooth plane conies, all double lines 
withh two marked points and all line pairs. 

Inn the dual plane (where lines correspond to points and vice versa), we define 
thee dual conic to be the set of points dual to all tangent lines to the conic (which 
indeedd happens to be another conic!). Smooth conies are dual to smooth conies, 
whilee line pairs are exchanged with double lines plus two markings.4 We thus see 
thatt ,Mo,o(IP2, 2) corresponds to the space of complete conies and has dimension 
{N{N + l)(d+l)-4 = 8. 

RemarkRemark 1.2.7. The space Mg,n(X, [3) is compact provided we introduce bub-
blingss - as before. Yet it can be singular, is usually reducible and is of impure 
dimension,, i.e. it can have components of different dimensions. 

ExampleExample 1.2.8. Mg^fö1,1) has one component of dimension 2d + 2g-2 corre-
spondingg to rf-fold covers of the line by non-singular curves Efl (the degrees of 
freedomm are just the branch points). Another component consists of maps from 
thee above Ss with an extra line glued to it, whereby T,g is contracted to a point 
andd the line covers P1 d-fold; the dimension of this component is 3^ — 3 (for £5) 
+2d+2d - 2 (for the branch points) -|-1 (for the choice of node on T,g) +1 (choice of 
nodee on the line), i.e. a total of 2d + Zg - 3, which differs from the dimension 
off  the first component. 

Wee now define the evaluation map 

evev{{ ::  Mg,n{X,0) -> X 
( £ , P I , . . . , P „ , /)) > f {pi) 

whichh allows us to present the universal curve 

MMgg,,n+ln+l (X,P) (X,P) 
__ T T ^ \ e v n + 1 (1.2.9) 
MMgg,,nn(X,0)(X,0) f(pn+1)eX 

1.2.22 Deformations and vdim M9in(X,p) 

Thee moduli spaces Mg,n(X,(3) can be singular and typically their deformation 
theoryy of stable maps is obstructed. Hence our best hope is to compute the 
expectedexpected or virtual dimension, vdim, which is the dimension of the unobstructed 
theoryy and is a lower bound to the actual local dimension. It measures the 
deformationss of the image curve ƒ(£); these are parametrised by sections of 
thee pull-back of the normal bundle of the image of E in X, a pull-back we 
(abusively)) denote by N^/x- For this, we need some reminder of deformation 
theory. . 

44 For a line pair, any line through its node has intersection number 2 and is thus considered 
ass a tangent. Points dual to these tangents form a line (the dual of the node). Define the 
duall  to be the doubling of this line and add the two marked points dual to the original two 
lines.. Idem for the dual of the double line (plus two markings). 
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Automorphisms,, obstructions and deformations are measured by the coho-
mologyy of the sheaves in the short exact sequence 

00 -> TE -*  f*Tx -> N<z/x -> 0, 

forr a stable map ƒ : E —> X. In particular, we accept the following pragmatic 
tablee without proof: 

sheaf f 
I s s 

f*Tf*T x x 

Nx/x Nx/x 

objectt studied 
E E 
ƒ ƒ 

(£,ƒ) ) 

" 7 / - 1" " 

Aut(( ƒ) = 0 
Aut (E, /)) = 0 

H° H° 
Aut(E) ) 
Def(/) ) 

Def(E,/) ) 

HH1 1 

Def(E) ) 
Ob(/) ) 

Ob(E, /) ) 

HH2 2 

Ob(E)) = 0 

Heree Aut, Def, Ob refer to (infinitesimal) automorphisms, deformations, ob-
structionss resp. Hence we have in cohomology the so-called deformation long 
exactt sequence: 

00 ->Aut(E) ->Def(/) ->Def(S, /) -> 
->Def(E)) ->Ob( /) ->Ob(E, /) -  0. 

Inn general, we have instead of the first 0 the piece 0 -> Aut(E, ƒ) —>; but 
thiss is 0 for stable maps (only finite number of global automorphisms, i.e. no 
infinitesimall  automorphisms). 

Ass an example of this deformation long exact sequence, we compute the 
dimensionn of the moduli space of (smooth) Riemann surfaces of genus g > 
1,, dim{Mg) = Def(E)- Ob(E) = ^ ( E , ^ ) - /i 2(E,TE). First, note that 
/ I 2 ( E , T E)) = 0, in accordance with the above table and that there are no ob-
structionss to deforming a Riemann surface. Thus vdim = dim, and 

vdimvdim M9 = h1(X,Tx) = / i ° (E,rE) + 5 - l - d e g c i ( TE ) = g- l + 2g-2 = 3 p - 3, 

wheree we used Riemann-Roch5 and h°(T^) = h°(—K^) = 0 (since the anti-
canonicall  line bundle has degree 2 — 2g < 0). As expected in this unobstructed 
case,, vdim — dim. 

Ass a second example, we compute the virtual dimension of Mg,n(X, 0) itself, 
thatt is we compute the dimension in case of no obstructions, or Ob(E, ƒ) = 0: 
Sincee the alternating sum of dimension in the deformation long exact sequence 
vanishes,, we can replace Def(E, ƒ) by four other terms in the sequence, of 
whichh Aut(E) will vanish since stability does not allow for infinitesimal au-
tomorphisms.. Again, with Riemann-Roch [KM-94]: 

vdimAT5,n(X,/3)) = D e f ( E , / ) - O b ( E , /) 

== -Aut(E) + Def(ƒ) + Def(E) - Ob(ƒ) 

== 0 + h°(rTx) + (3g-Z + n)-hl(rTx) 

==  3g - 3 + n + rk( / *T x ) ( l - g) + deg c, (/*T Y ) 

== f ci (X) + (dim X - 3)(1 - g) + n, 

5RRR formula for a bundle L over a genus g curve S: h°(E,L) - / ^ (E , ! ,) = deg c\{L) -+-
(11 - g) rk(L). 
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wheree deg ci(f*Tx) = J[E] j*ci(Tx) = jj3cx(X) ~ - $0UJX. Although we used 
dimm Mg = 3p —3 in the derivation, which holds only for g > 1, we shall nonethe-
lesss apply the same result to g = 0,1 as well. In fact, our stability requirement 
(33 points on genus 0 components and 1 point on genus 1) compensates for the 
changee from dim Mo = 0 and dim M\ = 1 to the formal dimensions -3 ,0. 

ExampleExample 1.2.10. When j3 = 0, vdim = dim X(l — g)+ dim Mg,n, which matches 
thee actual dimension (dim X+ dim -M3,n) only for g — 0. Thus constant maps 
aree obstructed at g > 0. 

ExampleExample 1.2.11. If X is a CY threefold (i.e. c\{X) = 0), the paragon for string 
theory,, then 
vdin/~M5,0(AVJ)) = 0. 

ExampleExample 1.2.12. For degree d rational curves in WN, we have L C\ (A") = Jrfm(Ar+ 

l)Hl)H = d(N + 1), and so vdim A40>o(PN,d) = (N + !)( rf + 1) - 4. This agrees 
withh the actual dimension (TV -f 1 polynomials of degree rf), see footnote in 
Examplee 1.2.4. 

ExampleExample 1.2.13. For a hypersurface X of degree D in IP ,̂ we have ci(A) = 
—— K\ — —(KpN + [AT])JY = N + 1 — D by the adjunction formula. Hence 
vdimm Mg,n(X,d) = d(N + 1 - D) + {N - 4)(1 -g)+n. 

RemarkRemark 1.2.14. Note that ,Mo,n(A', j3) is unobstructed (i.e. vdim = dim) if X is 

convex,convex, that is if h1 (£, ƒ *TX) =0 for every genus 0 stable map ƒ. This is because 
Ob(/)) = 0 implies Ob(E, ƒ) = 0 in the deformation long exact sequence [BM-
95],Thiss is the case of P^ and of all homogeneous spaces (i.e. algebraic groups 
moduloo a parabolic subgroup) like Grassmannians, flag varieties, etc. 

Iff  on the other hand Aio,n(X,/3) is obstructed, then (dim - vdim) is called 
thee excess dimension. 

ExampleExample 1.2.15. A4o,n(X, 0) is unobstructed for any A, since by Riemann-Roch: 

tf&oJ'Tx)tf&oJ'Tx) = h°(X0,rTx) ~ [ c,(X) - dim X = 0, 

ass p = 0 and the trivial bundle f*Tx of rank dim X has only the constants as 
holomorphicc sections. Thus vdim = dim = dim X — 3 + n, as already mentioned 
inn Example 1.2.10. 

1.33 Intersections in Mg:1l 

Wee now start diving into the theory of Gromov-Witten proper, which deals 
withh the intersection of tautological classes (or "primitive" GW invariants) and 
off  homology classes (or "primary" GW invariants) in the moduli space of stable 
curvess and of stable maps. 

Restrictingg ourselves to Af5)U first, we shall easily derive the "string" and 
"dilaton""  equations. 
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1.3.11 Comparison Lemma 
Definitio nn 1.3.1. The tautological line bundle £j is the line bundle with fibre 
T* EE at the point (S ,p i , . .. ,pn) of Mg,n. Its first Chern class is denoted ipi 6 
H%H%RR(Mg,(Mg,nn)-)- Denote by Di the boundary divisor of M3tn+i corresponding to 
thethe bubbling where a line (with markings i and n + 1) cuts transversally £fl ,n-

Wee shall denote the tautological bundles for Mg,n and Mg,n+i  by the same 
letterr d; this should not cause confusion. 

Lemmaa 1.3.2. If it is the forgetful morphism Mg,n+i  —> M.g,n, then 

Ci=ir*Ci®0(Di)Ci=ir*Ci®0(Di)  i.e. fr = TT>; + [Di]. 

Proof.Proof. A local section of Ci pulls back to a holomorphic section of Li vanishing 
att Di (otherwise we would have a holomorphic form on the IP1 of Di, which 
cannott be as P1 is compact). Thus £*  = 7r*£j <g) O(Di). Note also that since 
DiDi  D Dj; = 0 (i / j ) , we have d ^ 7r*£; on Mg,n+i  \ Di. D 

Ass the order in which the marked points appear is irrelevant, we can intro-
ducee the notation for the primitive GW invariants: 

JM„.JM„. n n 

wheree n = X! r*  an<^ 3g — 3 + n = £  = Yl *  r i

1.3.22 String and Dilaton Equations 

Lemmaa 1.3.3. The string equation relates intersection classes on Mg^n+i  and 

onon Mg,n: 

(Tfcjj  TfcB T0)g = 22 (Tki  Tki -1  rfcn )g 

(1.3.4) ) 
0 rr  \T0 ~l  — 2-*t \ ° "  "  * '+1 *'+2 ' "  '̂ 5 

Froo/. . 

JMJMgg,„,„  + l n + l 

== E L \Di\^{^...^- 1...^) 
11 = 1 JMg.n + 1 
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Wee have used, in the second step, that (ir*-ipi  + D{)k — (7r*V;ï + Di)  tpk * = 
7T*0i-^?_11 =  = (TT*^ ) * " 1^ . - = (7r>l-)*  + (^*^i)*" 1-A because of D r i i = 0 
(£jj  trivial on Di since the point i is rigid on its line), of which the first term 
wil ll  vanish upon capping with Mg>n+\  (dimensional reasons) [W-91]. D 

L e m maa 1.3.5. The dilaton equation holds for stable curves (I.e. 2g—2+n > 0J; 

<rfcll ...Tknn)g = {2g~2 + n) {rki ...rkn)g (1.3.6) 

Proof.Proof. Since the fibre of Cn+\  is a cotangent line, i.e. a fibre of the canonical 
bundlee KY, to S^n+i of degree 2g -2, the first Chern class is: 

i/>n+ii  = deg KJ: H + £[£>,-] = (2*7 - 2 + n) [u;], 

wheree CJ is the volume form along the fibre of „Vf flt„+i —> Mg,n. On Dn+\\ 
ipiipi  = n*ipi (i = 1 , . . ., n). Hence 

1-h-s.. = ƒ V'f1  tfj"  0«+i =(2g-2 + n) [ _  ̂ . .. ^ . 

JJMMgg,,nn̂  ̂ J[u>]~M B.„ 

D D 

Lemmaa 1.3.7. ^4i # — 0, the string equation equips us with a concrete formula: 

nn — 3 {r{r klkl-..T-..Tknkn))00 = 
\ MM  i  - j  ftn 

Proof.Proof. For dimensional reasons, fci +  + fc„ = rc — 3, so at least 3 of the A;j's 
aree 0. Hence we can apply the string equation. We proceed by induction, the 
anchor66 being at n = 4 where Mo,4 — P1, C\ — (9(1) (the space of linear 
functionn of a tangent line to P1) and xpi = [P1] . Thus J^ Vi = 1. We assume 
thee result for n and prove it for n 4- 1 (w/o#: fcn+i = 0): 

(r„...r t„r„) „„  = g (*, ... (£ I ') . . . J 

Ari!!  -.. fc„!  VAri,..., A; m+l l 

D D 

Wee shall set (TQ) = 0 by convention, in accordance with the lemma, despite 
thee fact that Mo,3 is just a point. In particular, the lemma verifies the dilaton 
equationn in genus 0: (k"~j* nl) ={n- 2)(£JJ. 

6Thee anchor could also be chosen at n = 3, where (r^)0 = fj^ 1 is simply the degree of 
thee 0-cycle [A^o^L which is 1 since Afo,3 is a single point. 
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Lemmaa 1.3.8. At g = 1, any intersection class can be reduced to an integer 
multiplemultiple of the base case: 

(Tfcii i = A I < r i ) i -

Proof.Proof. Again for dimensional reasons, k\-\ h kn = n, so at least one of the kt 
iss 0 or all fc, equal 1. Apply the string/dilaton equation in the first/second 
case.. Writing k\...kn instead of (r^ ...T>n)i , we have 300 = 20 = 1 by 
thee string equation, and 11 = 1 by the dilaton equation. Thus for example, 
320000 = 2200 + 3100 = 2[210] + [300 + 210] = 2[20 + 11] + [1 + (20 + 11)] = 
2[11 + (1 + 1)] + [1 + (1 + (1 + 1))] = 10 <n>i. D 

Similarly,, at g > 1, any intersection classes or "correlator" can be expressed 
ass integer multiples of a finite number of base cases. 

1.3.33 K d V hierarchy 

Wee shall now present the KdV hierarchy satisfied by the intersection classes, 
whichh was found by Witten [W-91] and proved by Kontsevich [K-92]. The 
KdVV equation for u(x,t) is the non-linear partial differential equation dtu + 
uuuuxx + 6 um . In our case, the variable t will be an infinite sequence of variables 
too = x,t\,t2  turning the PDE into a "KdV hierarchy", i.e. an infinite set of 
linearr equations for u = df F - where F is the "free energy" or GW-potential. 
Thee T-function of the KdV hierarchy is the "partition function" Z = eF. We 
shalll  accept propostition 1.3.10 without proof. 

Itt is gainful to regroup all ^-integrals into a generating function called the 
genuss g GW potential: 

n^OO k\,...,k„ {";} 

Introducingg another complex variable A (string coupling), we can yet again 
regroupp all genera into the full GW potential: 

F(t,F(t, A) := J2 F9 A29" 2> w i t h F(t)  F{t, !)  (1-3-9) 

AA further new notation: 

suchh that at t = 0 and A = 1 it reduces to (rki ... 7>n )g (where g is determined 
byy 3g-3 + n = 52 hi). 

Propositionn 1.3.10. The KdV hierarchy for u = dfQF can be rewritten as the 
infiniteinfinite set of equations (for k ^ \) 

(2k+l)\-(2k+l)\-22((T((TkkT*))T*))  = ((n-iToMr*)) + 2<<T*_1T2)><<T2)) + \dn-iri)). 

file:///dn-iri
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Thiss is a very powerful equation, as it allows computation of all intersection 
classess recursively. Note that at t = 0, the l.h.s. picks up terms with 3g = k, 
whilee the r.h.s. picks up terms with 3(g + 1) = k, i.e. with g one bigger; hence 
thee factor of A - 2. 

Forr k = 1,2,. . ., and denoting to by x, we have: 

11 : X~2dt}u = -uux + -uxxx 

22 : X~4dt2u = -u2ux + -uxuxx + j^uxxx + WT^d^u 

etc, , 

off  which the first line is the traditional KdV equation. As a neat example of 
recursion: : 

Corollar yy 1.3.11. (TI)I = 1/24 and <r35_2)5 = 1/(24 V ) -

Proof.Proof. Evaluate the KdV equation at k = 3, t — 0 to obtain 7 (T^TQ)I = 
{T"2TO)I(TO)OO + {7"2To)o/4, where the middle term dropped due to ((TQ)}  = 0 at 
// = 0. Using the string equation, rewrite this as 7 {TI) I = (T\)I +  (TQ)O/4, 

fromm which we find the first result. It was already obtained by Mumford a 
decadee earlier [M-83], and can be understood as the weight, 12, of the unique 
cuspp form coming from the elliptic curve, with a factor of 2 for the involution 
(x,(x, y) —> (x, —y). The proof is similar for the general case g > 1. d 

Usingg our generating function F, it can be shown that the string and dila-
tonn equations are equivalent to equations L-\eF = 0 and L$eF — 0 for some 
differentiall  operators L t depending only on the tj. The operators Z>, can be 
definedd for higher i in a quite knotty way, so as to form the Virasoro algebra: 
[Ljt,L n]]  = {k — 7i)Li;+n. The KdV equations will then imply LmeF = 0 for a 
alll  m ^ — 1, that is the "partition function" Z = eF is a highest weight vec-
torr of the Virasoro algebra. Whether this is true in the generalised context of 
AigAigtntn(X,0)(X,0) is called the Virasoro conjecture and remains an open question. 

1.44 Intersections in Mg,n(X, f3) 

Ass the complexity increases, our treatment becomes even less self-contained. We 
shalll  omit proofs for the virtual fundamental class and refer to [CK-99] which 
iss our main source for this section. 

Wee now do a first attempt at defining GW invariants for stable maps in case 
Mg,Mg,nn(X,(X, (3) is a smooth orbifold and unobstructed {i.e. of expected dimension). 
Thee correlators involve cohomology classes 7,- e H*(X,Q): 

{li{li  := / _ 7Ti ev*(7i <8>---<8>7n), 

wheree e v * ^ <g>-  -®7n)  evj'{71) U-  -U ev^(7n) is the evaluation map (1.2.9) 
andd where m is the Gysin map: H*{M g,n(X7p),Q) -> H*+2m(j4gyn,Q) with 

kk = 

kk = 
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mm :=  dim ^M 5,n- dim Mg,n{X,P). Thus the integrand is a form of degree 
2mm + Y, deg 7J. This requires XI deg 1% = 2 dim A4fl ,n(X, ƒ?). 

Thee integrand is the cohomology class represented by those maps (Ss, j>i, -  ,Pn, ƒ) 
satisfyingg /(pt) € Z*  V«, where Z*  is a subvariety (of X) in the homology 
classs dual to 7*. Then the above GW invariant "counts" the number of curves 
(orr rather maps) satisfying this requirement together with ƒ([£]) = P- The 
wholee integral is also ev*(7i (g)  <g> 7n) n £, where £ is the fundamental class 
[M[M 99,n(X,p)}. ,n(X,p)}. 

Thiss new alternative way of writing makes clear that we implicitly need a 
fundamentall  class to define GW invariants for stable maps, and such a class 
existss only if 3 M 3 J„ ( X , / ? ) is a smooth orbifold and unobstructed - as assumed 
above.. In the more general case, we shall have to introduce a virtual fundamental 
classs to remedy to the defect. 

1.4.11 Virtual Fundamental Class 

Thee virtual fundamental class is far too complicated to be defined here in full 
generalityy [BF-96,LT-96]. We shall merely quote three cases: 

Iff  ~Mg,n{X,ft) is unobstructed, then vdim = dim and there exists a funda-
mentall  class; it coincides with the virtual one. 

Iff  Mg,n(X, /3) is non-singular, the virtual fundamental class will turn out to 
bee the Euler class of the obstruction bundle7: 

[M[M 99,,nn(X,0)Y(X,0)Yww = e{0b)n\Mg,n{Xt/3)]. (1.4.1) 

Iff  g = 0 and X is a degree D hypersurface in PN , then from example 1.2.13: 
vdimm = d(N + l-D) + m-4 + n = dim M0,n{F

N,d) -_{dD + 1). Thus we 
mayy expect the virtual fundamental class to be that of Mo,n(^N,d) (smooth 
orbifold!)) capped with an Euler class (i.e. top Chern class) of a bundle £ of rank 
(dD(dD + 1). Let i be the injection M0,n{X, d) -> j40,n{f

N, d),Jhe the map £0 ->
PNN of degree d, and TT be the inclusion (£n,Pi,  ,pn) -> Mo,n{W

N,d). Then 
f*OpN(D)f*OpN(D) = Oj:0{dD) has a vector space of holomorphic sections of dimension 
dDdD + 1, which will be the fibre of our sought-for bundle £ :=  7r+ f*öPN(D) on 
~Mo,n(W~Mo,n(WNN,d),,d), and it can be shown that 

u[Mo,n(X,dW'u[Mo,n(X,dW'nn = e{£) n [M 0ln(Pn,d)]- (1-4-2) 

1.4.22 Gromov-Witten Invariants 

Equippedd with the virtual fundamental class, we proceed to define GW in-
variantss in full generality. These are invariants under the complex structure 
deformations. . 

7Thee obstruction sheaf'is the pull-back of the tangent sheaf of X to Mg,n(X,0) via (1.2.9), 
thatt is fl17r*ev*+i Tx, the fibre of which is H1{n'ev l̂+l  Tx)- If the moduli space is non-
singular,, it is locally free (i.e. a vector bundle). 
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Definitio nn 1.4.3. The primary Gromov-Witten invariants are the following 
correlatorscorrelators (rational numbers, 7; £ H*(X,[ 

<7ll  -7n}ff,/3  I 71"! ev*(7i ®  ® -yn) 
JJA4„„ A4„„ 

ev*(7ii  c*o  c*3 7n i i 
1.4.4) ) 

[Al 9,„(.Y,/3)] --

u;/teree we &eep the requirement £] de# 7/ = 2 vdim Mg^n(X,{3) (otherwise van-
ishingishing result). 

Further,, the gravitational descendants are intersection classes mixing classes 
forr both stable curves (ipi) and stable maps (7,-): 

(T* ,, 7I , - - , rkn -y»)g,0 := / _ ev*(7! ®  -  &  7„ ) U ̂ f' U  U V',*"
./[AV»(*./3)] vir r 

Thevv satisfy the string and dilaton equations - generalisations of (1.3.4) and 
(1.3.6): : 

(n(nii ll,---,Tkll,---,Tknn77nn,T,TOOl)g,0l)g,0 = £ " = 1 \7*i7l.- - - « 7n)fl./3 

(Tfr17i.---,T'fcri7n)T-il) 5,/33 = ( 2 5 -2 + n) {r i t l 7i, . . . , r j t „7n>5^. 

Thesee are simply adapted from the previous case for primitive GW invariants. 
Thee comparison lemma also holds for 7r : Mo,n+i(X,/3) -> Mo,n{X,0), but 
thee divisor Di is now the (closure of the) boundary component where the curve 
£5,n- ii  maps to the class (5 while the line (with markings i and n + 1) is con-
tracted.. The divisor axiom (see below), however, requires substantial change 
whichh we omit. 

Wee now list three properties of (primary) GW invariants [KM-94]: 
(1)) Fundamental class axiom: If one of the 7,- (say 7n) is the fundamental 

classs [X]  = lx e H°(X,Q), the GW invariant vanishes: 

<7i. .-7n-ii  [X])g,0=O1 

sincee it can be rewritten with the same integrand, but with yn dropped and 
hencee capped against Mg,n-i{X, /3); since this space has one dimension less, 
thee cohomology class will not be of top degree anymore and the integral is zero. 
Thiss holds when n ^ 1 (or n + 2g ^ 4 for (5 = 0). 

(2)) Divisor axiom: If j n is a 2-form with Poincaré dual [Zn]  (divisor class), 
thee candidate curves for stable maps will have their point pn mapped on Zn, 
andd j3 D [Zn]  wil l be a zero-chain with "number of points" L -yn € Q. This 
separatee requirement in itself offers L 7n "choices" of stable maps satisfying 
f(pi)f(pi) e Z, (i = l , . . . , n- 1), so 

<7ll  -1,1)9,0 = f ƒ In) <7l
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Thiss holds when n > 1 (or n + 2g ̂  4 for j3 - 0). 
(3)) Constant map axiom: For (3 = 0, g = 0, the requirement f{pi) G Zj 

translatess to ƒ(£) e Zi fl  n Z„ . Since \ZX\ n  n [Zn] = Jx 71 U  U 7n we 
needd J] deg 7* = 2 dim X. This agrees with XI deg 7» = 2 vdim X o , n ( ^ ,0) 
onlyy if n = 3 (as A4o,3 = point). Hence {71 . -  7n)o,o = 0 except 

{717273)0,0== / ev*(7! ®72 ^ 7 3) = / 71 U 72 U 73 (1.4.5) 
JMo,3xXJMo,3xX JX 

Thiss does not hold for g > 0, as it would be an obstructed case (i.e. vdim 7̂  
dim),, see also section 2.1.3. 

E.g.'.E.g.'. GW invariant s of P1: This is an easy example. Note that vdim 
~Mg,n(B~Mg,n(B>1>1<,d)<,d) — 2d + 2g — 2 + n. We only deal with two cohomology classes: 
thee point class \pt] generating H2(P1,Z) = Z and the fundamental class [P1] 
generatingg H°{P\Z) = Z. 

Forr /3 — 0 (i.e. d = 0), we have to satisfy Yl deg 7; = 2(2g - 2 + n), hence 
gg = 0,1 only. At 5 = 0 we have (by the constant map axiom) n = 3 and 
{[pf][P 1][P1])0,oo = f¥i\pt]  = 1. At 5 = 1 any n is allowed but all j t = [pi], so (by 
thee divisor axiom) ([pi]n)i,o = {[pi] ) 1,0 = /AT i a(pi ,o)^p] ^ = 1-

Forr p^O (i.e. d > 0), we have to satisfy £ deg 7, = 2(2d + 2g - 2 + 
ri);; if -̂  = [P1] , the GW invariant vanishes by the fundamental class axiom. 
Hencee all 7*  = [pi];  this can only hold if 2d + 2g - 2 = 0, i.e. d = 1, g = 0: 
<[p']n)o,ii  = <[pi])o,i = (l)o,i = ïcf0i0(Pi,i) ! = J b e c a u se [^0,0(^,1)] is a 0-
cyclee of degree 1 (only 1 point in that moduli space), or alternatively because 

<[P*]>o,ii  = /A70.I (PI,I)SP>[P*1 = L 

Alll  other GW invariants vanish, in particular all those for d > 1 or g > 1. 
Thiss is due to dimensional reasons and not because there are no maps of such 
degreess from such curves. In fact there are too many of them (infinite families) 
andd our constraints f(pi) 6 Zj (a representative of the point class) are trivial 
-- hence void. In order to end up with a finite number of maps, one needs 
ratherr to impose a stronger condition like specifying the branch points and their 
ramificationn indices. This is the Hurwitz problem and far from being solved. 

1.4.33 Example: Rational and Ellipti c Curves in P2 

Thee properties of GW invariants allow for efficient calculations of enumerative 
problems,, demonstrating that stable maps are more tractable than embedded 
curves.. A good example of this is: 

Rationall  curves in P2: We proceed to determine the g = 0 GW invariants 
off  P2; we shall express them in terms of Nd, the number of plane rational curves 
passingg through 3d-1 generic points, g = 0 means only trees of Pl5s are allowed 
ass domain curves (therefore called the tree-level). Only the three cohomology 
classess \pt], [£],  [P2] of degree 4,2,0 appear. 
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Iff  j3 = 0, the constant map axiom implies n = 3, and we only have two 
possibilities: : 

<[P2]]  W K o = f V\ U [i]  = 1, <[F2][P2][pt])o,o = f \pt] = 1. (1.4.6) 

Iff  0 / 0 , i.e. d ^ 1, we need £ deg 7; = 2(3d - 1 + n), hence n ^ 2. For 
7ii  = 2,3 (i.e. d = 1 and E0 = P1), we only have <[p*][p*]) 0,i = (HMM>o , i = 1, 
sincee there is a unique line through f(pi) and /(_p2)- For " ^ 4, any GW 
invariantt involving [IP2] vanishes by the fundamental class axiom. Thus we are 
leftt with 

<[p*i]]  -  \pt»][£i]  - - [4]>(M = dk (\pU}... \ptn])o,d = : dk Ndl 

byy the divisor axiom; thus n = M — 1. ATd is the our number of degree d rational 
curvess through 3 d- 1 points. For d > 2, the counted curves are all nodal, since 
aa plane curve of degree d has geometric genus G = (d — l)(d - 2)/2 - 6, which 
mustt vanish to be birational to iP1 [GH-78]. 

Al ll  other GW invariants vanish. By carefully studying the boundary divisor 
off  vMo.3d-i(P2,d), one can find a recursion formula for the iVd yielding: N\ = 
N-2N-2 = 1, -/V3 = 12 , . . .. Alternatively, these numbers are readily obtained from 
thee so-called WDVV equation which we now briefly describe. 

Th ee W D V V Equation: We still remain in the realm of g = 0, but consider 
aa general manifold X. The WDVV equation is satisfied by the genus 0 potential 
(F(F00 or $ of (2.1.2)), or rather by its third derivatives - the Yukawa couplings 

CCijkijk{t){t)  :=  dtAAMt) = Y, 'I <7"7,-7.,7*>o,0, (1-4-7) 
Ti l l 

wheree 7 = £  tjji  and the 7; form a basis ofH*(X,€) with 70 = [X]  = 1X- The 
7;; thus span the tangent space of the supermanifold H*(X,C) with Z2-grading 
givenn by deg(7) mod 2, while the t, are Grassmann variables: tttj = -tjti. A 
metricc for that supermanifold is given by the intersection matrix of X: 

9i9i}}  := C0ij = (7o7i7j)o,o = / li^lj=-  (7i,7j) 
Jx Jx 

byy the fundamental class and constant map axioms. The last expression defines 
aa scalar product on the supermanifold. We shall use the inverse matrix (5^) to 
raisee indices. A multiplication or "quantum product" can now be defined by 

lili  *lj  C i / 7 f c , 

whichh gives the tangent space TH*(X, C) the structure of an C^-algebra with 
unitt 70. Several properties for CV,*  can be imposed so as to end up with an 
associativee Frobenius algebra, or a so-called Dubrovin structure [KM-94]; the 
fibresfibres ofTH*(X, C) are called the (big) quantum cohomology rings of X (this is 
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thee chiral ring; the small quantum cohomology ring is just the big one restricted 
too H2(X,C)). One of these properties is the crucial associativity condition, or 
WDVVWDVV equation: 

illill  * lj) * Ik = 7» * (7j * 7fc) ° r Cab Cicd = Chc
l dad-

Thiss is the version for manifolds with only even cohomology - such as projective 
spacess - or for the small quantum cohomology ring; otherwise an additional 
(_l)a(&+c)) o c c u rs o n the r.h.s. due to the Z2-grading. The above associativity 
iss actually a consequence of relations among the divisors of ;Mo,4-

Backk to our example of P2: the above GW invariants (1.4.6) tell us that 
C0022 - C*011 ~ *  a nd ^012 = C022 = C001 = 0 (with commuting indices), so 
thatt gij = ( 1 ) = 9ij  The WDVV equations then reduce to the single 

non-triviall  equation C222 = (C112)2 - C111C122- Using this on the explicit 
potentiall  (2.1.6) we readily obtain the recursion formula for the coefficients Na-

"-£^(r 4
2HS:ï)]<< d>^ 

k+i=dk+i=d  L v ; v y j 

Startingg with N2 = 1, we get N3 = 12, N4 = 620, . .. as promised earlier. Thus 
aa classical problem of enumerative geometry was solved in the twinkling of an 
eye.. Similar recursion formulae are found for del Pezzo surfaces or the quadric 
P11 x P1 [KM-94]. 

Ellipti cc curves in P2: We determine the g = 1 GW invariants of the plane. 
Thee cohomology classes are as before, but now their degrees must satisfy ^ deg 
7,-- = 2(3d + n). 

Forr P = 0, stability requires n ^ 1. For n = 1 the constant map axiom does 
nott apply but holds in an altered way that utilises the virtual fundamental class 
(notee that vdim 7̂  dim): 

( M ) i ' ° = 4 /P J
c i ( i , ï ) u M = 4''  (lA8) 

Thiss is our first negative result for GW invariant, endangering our interpretation 
ass "counting" embedded curves. We shall see later that this is in fact the norm, 
andd that this is duee to an odd Euler characteristic of a certain moduli space of 
Hubertt schemes. For n ^ 2, the divisor and fundamental class axioms apply 
verbatim,, yielding vanishing results for any occurrence of  [£} or [P2] . Yet if all 
7-- = \pt], then J2 deS 7» ~ 4n 7̂  2n, so even in this case the GW invariants 
vanish. . 

Forr j3 7̂  0, we have (as for g — 0) that the non-zero GW invariants are re-
duciblee to ([pti] ... \ptn])i,d  Nj (with n ~ 3d), which happens to coincide 
withh the number of plane elliptic curves of degree d passing through 3ef generic 
points.. For d > 3 the counted curves must be all nodal, so as to reduce their ge-
ometricc genus to 1. Again, there exists a recursion formula (by Pandharipande) 
allowingg to compute all N\ in a row: N\ = N% = 0, N% = 1 (one smooth curve 
throughh nine points), etc. 
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1.4.44 Example: Rational and Ellipti c Curves on the Quin-
ti c c 

Ourr next examples concerns g = 0,1 invariants on CY threefolds. For simplicity, 
wee shall confine ourselves to the quintic hypersurface in IP4 (h1,1 — 1), but most 
off  our formulae are easily adapted to more general cases. 

Notee first that this example is unique in that vdim Mg,n(X, 0) = n, allowing 
GWW invariants with n = 0 since 51 deg 7, = 0 can be satisfied. That is, the 
absencee of cohomology classes gives the GW invariant (l)3,d the meaning of 
directlyy "counting" maps or, hopefully, curves in the quintic (without needing 
too pass through some points). 

Rationall  Curves: That vdim .Mo.o(-Y, 0) is 0 suggests that there is a finite 
numberr of rational curves at each degree d (Clemens conjecture)8. Because 
nn — 0, the number Nd of rational maps of degree d coincides with the degree 
off  the 0-cycle [M0j0{X, 0)]™. For the quintic X = {F = 0} , this is given by 
equationn (1.4.2): 

NNdd := <l)0,rf = f l= L c5d+i(£), 
J[Mo,o(X,j3)]J[Mo,o(X,j3)]virvir JM0.o(P4,d) 

wheree E is the rank (5d + 1) bundle with fibres H°(f*(Op4(5))) and whose 
sectionn SF  ƒ »-> F o ƒ has a zero-locus corresponding to all rational maps ƒ 
withh image in the quintic. Brute force computation of the above Euler numbers 
leadss to despair (was met with increasing complexity til l degree 3); luckily Mirror 
Symmetryy found a smart way of tackling all numbers in one stroke [CdGP-91]. 

Thee GW invariants are very simple and heavily restricted by 52 dim 7$ = 2n. 
Forr 0 = 0 they are {717273)0,0 = Jx 7i U72U73; for the quintic with hyperplane 
classs H e H2(X,Z), line class e = \H2 € H4{X,Z) = Z and point class 
\pt]\pt]  = | i / 3 6 H6(X, Z) = % this is: 

(HHH)(HHH)00,o,o = 5, (He [X]) 0,0 = (\pt][X][X]) 0,o = 1, 
orr (7 l 72 [X]) 0,o for 7i G i / 3(X ,Z) . 

Forr 0 y£ 0, (71 . .. 7n_i[X]) 0,d = 0 by the fundamental class axiom. The only 
otherr possibility is that all ji  are 2-forms (H for the quintic): (H.. .i/)o,d = 
ddnn (l)o,rf by the divisor axiom. Hence all GW invariants are simply 0 or multiples 
off  Nd := (l)o,d- (The same is true at g > 0 and for general CY threefolds.) 

Multicovers ::  Despite "counting" rational maps, these invariants are gener-
allyy G Q due to the orbifold structure of JAGfi{X,0) and of AT0,o(IP4,rf). More-
over,, they include contributions from A:-fold covers of curves of degree d/k. An 

8Yett the actual dimension of Afo,o(A', (1) is non-zero since for each such curve ƒ : En —> A» 
wee have whole families of fc-fold covers fog with g : P1 — IP1 of degree k. (These covers were 
excludedd in the previous example of A' — P2, due to the requirement that the curves pass 
throughh a number of generic points, i.e. n was non-zero.) 
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excesss intersection calculation [AM-91] determines this contribution to be 1/A:3 

forr each sue cover. Define now the instanton numbers rid inductively by 

NNdd = (i>0,d=: Y, ytni-  ( L 4 -9) 

k\d k\d 

Inn our context, the n<j seem to play the role of numbers of smooth isolated 
rationall  curves of degree d in the quintic. Indeed, for d ^ 9 (where the Clemens 
conjecturee is known to hold), this can be verified; but for d = 10, problems 
arisee due to double-covers of (6-nodal) degree 5 curves, and nio is not quite the 
numberr of rational curves [V-93]. Still, a marvellous fact holds since Mirror Sym-
metryy was able to generate all Nd in a row (Ni = 2875, N2 = 4876875/8,...): 
thethe rid are all integers ! 

I tt is those instanton numbers that we shall associate with the numbers of 
BPSS states or the degeneracies of 5/(2, C) spin representations of such states 
wrappingg bound states of DO- and D2-branes (see eqns (2.2.2), (2.3.2)). 

Wee can even understand the "excess" factor of k~3 in (1.4.9). Had we rather 
computedd {H3)0,d, we would have counted the number of degree d maps with 
thee added constraint of three image points lying on three different hyperplanes. 
Again,, contribution from multiple covers would have written this as ^2k\d (num-
berr of degree k curves)x (number of d/k-fold covers of such curves), with the 
samee constraint. A degree k curve intersects a hyperplane in k points, giving 
uss k choices for the marking f {pi); we also have d/k choices for the pre-image 
PiPi of the covering map, but since we have three markings, these choices are 
equivalentt (by an automorphism of P1). Overall, we have (#3)o,d = Ylk\dUk^-
Onn the other hand, this equals <i3(l)o,d = d?Na by the divisor axiom, and we 
obtainn our claim. See also (2.3.8). 

Ellipti cc curves: The logic for the g = 1 GW invariant is the same as above, 
andd the constraint ^ deg 7, = 2n is unchanged. For (3 = 0 the fundamental class 
andd divisor axioms hold for n ^ 2 and imply that all invariants vanish except 
( # ) I , 0JJ for which the counterpart of (1.4.8) reads9: (if ) 1,0 = — ^ Jx

 C2{X) U 
H=H= "ft -

Forr / 3 / 0, the only non-zero GW invariants are (Hn)hd = dn <1)M =: dn N^ 
byy the divisor axiom. This N^, a rational number, has again the meaning of 
"number""  of maps from an elliptic curve to the quintic. As for rational curves, 
wee quote the result from excess intersection to give the relationship with the 
tentativee number of elliptic curves nd in the quintic, a result which will also 
followw from the GW potential (section 2.3.7): 

*JJ = 5 £ ( è *n * + f f ( ï ) * n * ) '  (1A10) 

9Thee total Chern class of the quintic is c{X) = c(F4)/c{Nx) = (1 + H)5/(l + 5H) = 
11 + 0H + 10H2 -40H3. 
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withh a{n) := 5Zrf|n d. As in the genus 0 case, we can try to understand the 
enumerativee content of that expression: again by the divisor axiom, d TV] is 
equall  to the number of degree d elliptic curves (or maps) with one marked point 
lyingg on a hyperplane section. If ƒ is a d/k-fo\d cover of a degree k elliptic curve, 
wee have k choices for ƒ (p) and d/k choices for p (p is the marking on the domain 
curve).. The latter choices, however, are all isomorphic as the domain curve is a 
coveringg space10 (genus 1 to genus 1 map, or 'wrapping the torus around itself); 
soo we rather want to count unisomorphic covering spaces, i.e. sublattices of Z2 

off  index d/k. This gives a factor of <r(|). 
Rationall  curves in the threefold contribute too, as Riemann-Hurwitz allows 

forr multiple covers by genus one Riemann surfaces. The contribution of 1/12 has 
beenn derived both in physics and algebraic geometry when the normal bundle 
too the curve is Ö{-\) © 0(~\). The special case of k — d is at odds with 
Riemann-Hurwitzz which prohibits a degree one map from genus 1 to genus 0; 
wee have here a typical case of a degenerate instanton, i.e. the domain curve 
reducess to a component of genus 1 (mapping to a point) and a component of 
genuss 0 (mapping with degree 1). 

10Alternatively,, the different choices for a single point on the domain curve are all equivalent 
viaa the automorphisms of an elliptic curve. 


